


About Syncfusion
  
Founded by industry experts in 2001, Syncfusion, Inc. provides the broadest 
range of enterprise-class software components and tools for the Microsoft 
.NET platform.

With Syncfusion, developers can move beyond simply coding applications 
to delivering real business innovation – the elegant user interfaces, business 
intelligence dashboards, and sophisticated reporting that today‘s business 
users need, in the formats they demand. Our award-winning .NET components 
and controls are designed to meet your evolving development needs, 
whether you‘re working in Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, 
or Silverlight.

At Syncfusion, we uncompromisingly strive for excellence in order to offer 
the very best value to our customers – from small ISVs, to global IT consult-
ancies and Fortune 100 companies.

.NET components for enterprise-class applications

Working with Syncfusion Essential Studio, you can quickly and easily add 
cutting-edge functionality and the very latest look and feel to your Microsoft 
.NET applications, taking the grunt work out of the development cycle and 
freeing you to focus on the core business logic of your applications.

Syncfusion is a true partner in our customers’ development efforts, enabling 
extensive customization and delivering round-the-clock support. Syncfusion 
remains active in the development community by maintaining Syncfusion 
FAQs, a valuable resource for the Microsoft development community, and 
actively supporting regional .NET user groups.



The Syncfusion advantage

Built with the future in mind: Our products are geared toward long life-
cycle applications and are architected to meet high standards for flexi-
bility and maintainability. We provide comprehensive support for the 
latest technologies, including Visual Studio 2010 and.NET 4, as well as 
JQuery, AJAX, and SharePoint.

Full source code: We believe in empowering developers with source code; 
ours is written to be redistributed and shipped in a tightly integrated 
manner – use our components in debug mode at the flick of a switch.

First-rate technical support: Online, phone, and forum-based support 
ensure that you’ll get the answers you need, when you need them. Our 
Direct-Trac support system is available 24x7, providing easy access to your 
complete incident history. Each license includes a one-year subscription 
for support and product updates – and unlike other vendors, we don’t 
charge extra for phone support!

Straightforward, flexible licensing: Syncfusion components are licensed 
on a simple per-developer basis with no royalties, run-time, or server-
deployment fees. Each licensed developer may install on multiple personal 
machines.

A viable base for standardization: The wide range of solid products in 
our suites allows our customers to reduce their dependence on multiple 
vendors and streamline their toolkits.
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What Syncfusion customers say

We‘ve been using the Syncfusion controls, Essential Studio Enterprise, 
for many years (since 2004), and we‘ve found them extremely useful – 
in fact, we‘ll go so far as to say they‘re essential! The suite includes 
controls for Windows Forms, ASP.NET, WPF, Silverlight, and other controls 
that allow you to create native PDF files, Word and Excel documents, 
and so much more – in fact, it‘s one of the few suites that gives you all 
this functionality at such a great price. Source code is also available, 
should you need it as well.

James Burns [UK] Review: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  on ComponentSource

The Syncfusion grid is at least three times faster 
when expanding and 10 times faster when collapsing (using large 
data sets) than the solution we were previously using. Your support is 
the best that I have found, and as a developer I really appreciate this. 
Keep your excellent service – this made my buying decision that much 
easier.
 
Chris Wescott, Log Tech Canada, Ltd. 

Syncfusion helps us to achieve our aggressive 
development timescales and provides excellent 
support when we need it. Our key business 
users at a top global bank were actually speech- 
less when they saw the level of functionality 
that we have created over the past few months 
with Syncfusion. 

Rohan Bethune, Senior Consultant, Hatstand Limited

We have been using Syncfusion tools for three years. 
There are several things we look for when selecting 
third-party controls. They have to be lightweight, 
work well with update panels, and they must have a 
great support program. We have found Syncfusion to 
have all of these traits. I recommend Syncfusion tools 
to anyone.

ronr [USA] Review: ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  on ComponentSource



Component suites tailored to your needs

Essential Studio Enterprise Edition

Essential Studio Enterprise Edition provides the most comprehensive suite of 
components and controls for .NET, comprising all the tools and libraries that are 
part of Essential Studio User Interface Edition, Reporting Edition, and Business 
Intelligence edition, including the fastest high-performance WPF Grid on the 
market, and the first 100% RDL-compatible WPF and Silverlight report viewer. 
This is the one package you need for developing in Windows Forms, WPF, 
ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, or Silverlight.

Essential Studio User Interface Edition

Essential Studio User Interface Edition includes everything you need to build 
industry-standard user interfaces.  This studio lets you quickly and easily build 
enterprise-class desktop and Web applications with docking managers, Micro-
soft Office-style controls, menus, business charts, Visio-like diagramming, the
fastest .NET grid control on the market, and much more. You can design Web 
applications using over 60 AJAX-enabled controls or frameworks with complete 
documentation and samples and easily add advanced jQuery UI features to 
your Web applications. This suite includes high-performance Grid, Docking and 
Menu frameworks, data-binding controls, Scheduler, Data Visualization Chart, 
Gauge, Diagram, and more for any .NET platform: Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, 
ASP.NET MVC, or Silverlight.

Essential Studio Reporting Edition

Provide business users with the reports they need, in the formats they prefer. 
Essential Studio Reporting Edition provides .NET components to read and 
write Excel, Word, and PDF documents and enables your applications to be 
over 100x faster than office automation. Create advanced reports or integrate
document-based reporting into your Windows and Web applications easily. 
Available for Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight.

Essential Studio Business Intelligence Edition

Integrate BI analysis into your Windows and Web applications with ease. 
With Essential Studio Business Intelligence Edition, you can easily build WPF, 
Silverlight, and ASP.NET business intelligence applications. Creating executive 
dashboards for the most demanding users is painless with Syncfusion BI Client, 
Chart, Gauge, and Grid. Works with both OLAP data and relational data.



Download a free, fully-functional 
30-day evaluation at www.syncfusion.com

Essential Studio Enterprise Edition 
Includes all Syncfusion products 
for all supported platforms.

The one package you need for developing in Windows Forms, 
WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, or Silverlight 



Essential Studio Enterprise Edition

Included

Essential Studio User Interface Edition •
Essential Studio Reporting Edition •
Essential Studio Business Intelligence Edition •

Essential Studio User Interface Edition

WinForms WPF ASP.NET ASP.NET MVC Silverlight

Essential Grid • • • • •
Essential Tools • • • • •
Essential Chart • • • • •
Essential Diagram • • • •
Essential Edit • •
Essential HTMLUI •
Essential Schedule • • • • •
Essential Gauge • • •

Essential Studio Reporting Edition

WinForms WPF ASP.NET ASP.NET MVC Silverlight

Essential Reports •
Essential XlsIO • • • • •
Essential DocIO • • • • •
Essential Grouping • • • •
Essential Calculate • • • •
Essential PDF • • • • •

Essential Studio Business Intelligence Edition

WinForms WPF ASP.NET ASP.NET MVC Silverlight

Essential BI Grid • • •
Essential BI Client • •
Essential BI Chart • • •
Essential BI Gauge • •



Syncfusion components

Essential Grid – A fully customizable, industry-standard, high-performance 
grid control with an extensive Excel-like feature set and outstanding per-
formance. Supports extremely detailed customization down to the cell level. 
Numerous cell types and unmatched extensibility.  Available for Windows 
Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight.

Essential Tools – A collection of professional-class user interface controls 
with complete support for the Office 2007 look and feel. Docking windows, 
customizable menus, complete support for themes, localization, and much 
more. Available for Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET, and 
Silverlight.

Essential Chart – A business-oriented charting component offering an inno-
vative data object model that makes it easy to populate a chart with any 
kind of data source. Features advanced styles architecture. Available for 
Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight.

Essential Diagram – An extensible, high-performance .NET diagramming 
framework that can be used for developing Microsoft Visio-like interactive 
graphics and diagramming applications. Available for Windows Forms, WPF, 
ASP.NET, and Silverlight.

Essential Edit – A syntax-highlighting edit control designed to be extensible 
and easy to use. Supports automatic outlining, multilevel undo-redo, rich 
formatting options, and easy configuration. Available for Windows Forms 
and WPF.

Essential HTMLUI – A Windows Forms control that renders Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML). With functionality similar to a Web browser, it is used 
primarily for display. Available for Window Forms.

Essential Schedule – A UI control library available as part of Essential Studio 
User Interface Edition. This component lets you add Outlook-like scheduling 
support to your applications. Available for WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and 
Silverlight.

Essential Gauge – The Syncfusion WPF Gauge library allows you to use XAML 
and C# to draw circular gauge designs. The gauge control comes with sophis-
ticated customization support that provides endless possibilities for control 
modification. With Essential Gauge, users can concisely display several data 
points or data ranges in a compact area. Data given in a control can be easily 
depicted and quickly understood by users of any level. Available for WPF, 
ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight.



Essential XlsIO – Read and write Microsoft Excel files with this library, which 
can be used on systems that do not have Microsoft Excel installed. Available 
for Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight.

Essential DocIO – A .NET library that can read and write Microsoft Word files. 
Features a full-fledged object model and can be used on systems that do not 
have Microsoft Word installed. Available for Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, 
ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight.

Essential Grouping – A high-performance, extensible grouping engine that 
can group any list of data and handle large amounts of dynamic data. 
Supports related data and filters. Available for Windows Forms, WPF, 
ASP.NET, and ASP.NET MVC.

Essential Calculate – Add calculation support to your business objects and ea-
sily set up forms that have calculation dependencies among various controls. 
Supports cross-sheet references and includes a function library with over 150 
commonly used formulas. Available for Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, and 
ASP.NET MVC.

Essential PDF – A .NET library that allows you to produce and modify Adobe 
PDF files. It features a full-fledged object model, allowing for the easy cre-
ation and modification of PDF files from any .NET language. It has no de-
pendency on any external library, and is built from the ground up using C#. 
Available for Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight.



Plan for the long term: standardize on Syncfusion components

With the release of Visual Studio 2010 and .NET 4, the component market 
is more vibrant than ever. Some vendors offer a wide variety of products, 
while others target a niche. While both approaches have their place, there 
are pitfalls associated with accumulating components from several vendors 
including multiple licensing policies to keep track of, high administrative, 
overhead, and varying levels of support.

Syncfusion has earned a rock-solid reputation in the component space by 
offering developers a different path – the opportunity to cover all their 
development needs with one vendor. With a comprehensive line of high-
performance, solidly built components, Syncfusion strives to truly partner 
with its customers by backing its products with straightforward licensing, 
an extensive track record, and a strong technical support infrastructure that 
appreciates how developers work – after all, we’re developers too!

Thinking about standardization? Think about Syncfusion.
Consider the benefits of having only one vendor to contact for technical 
support, updates, and licensing.  

One package. One vendor. One license. One great price.
 



We’d love to hear from you

Download your free, fully-functional 30-day
evaluation at www.syncfusion.com today!

Email: sales@syncfusion.com

Toll-free: 888 9-DOTNET (888) 936-8638  

Phone: +1 919-481-1974
Fax:      +1 919-573-0306

Mailing address:
Syncfusion, Inc.
2501 Aerial Center Parkway, Suite 200
Morrisville, NC 27560 USA




